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016 

 
31.3.41 Reiter (Sofia) (AOB, likely part of KO Bulgaria) informs Vienna (AOB, Wien, 
3896  W/T station name Wera) that “Amtschef has advised the full text of further  

Reports”. 
017 

 
1.4.41  Tousaint-Eurich (Belgrade) – Vienna for Amtschef re demands of Croat and 

Slovene leaders; no enthusiasm for war amongst Serbs. Message forward from 
3937, 4011  Vienna for Amtschef.  
018 

 
18.4.41 Hptm. Kraus (Vienna) informs Ast Belgrade that in agreement with the 

Amtschef an Italian Commission, consisting of Hptm. Calieno, Feldw. Ceolan, 
Uffz. Bassi and Sergant Cicalla, will be arriving in Belgrade shortly to be 
employed for a short time in Zagreb. Every assistance is to be given to the 

4672 Commission. 
019 

 
18.4.41           Meinicke (Vienna) informs Felix (Belgrade) of following “bouquet” from              

Amtschef:  “I express my keen appreciation to the Abwehr II (AOB, section II 
was concerned with sabotage) personnel of Ast XVII (Vienna) (AOB, Ast 
XVII stood for Wehrkreiskommando XVII, Abwehrstelle) for their proven 
initiative in the re-direction of the Jupiter-organisation, its speedy reporting and 
the military effectiveness of the 

4362  Volksdeutsche Gruppe attained through its agency.” 
020 

 
29.4.41 Cuno (Sofia)(AOB, actually the W/T station of KOBulgaria) informs Dietrich 

(Salonika = Saloniki) that the Amtschef, Chef I (Piekenbrock) and Chef Chi 
(AOB, most likely meant OKW/Chi, the cipher section and security division 
of the Wehrmacht) are arriving in Salonika on 4.5.41, by car. Billets are to be  

4823 secured for them and for driver, Oblt. Gratz. 
021 

 
2.5.41 Broeckner (Hamburg) informs Athens that the Amtschef and Piekenbrock 

(Chef I) are leaving by air on 3.5.41. via Salonika and will arrive in Athens on  
4813 6.5.41.  
 



 
022 

 
2.5.41 Menzel (Hamburg) informs Athens that the Amtschef and Piekenbrock are  
4815 probably arriving on 6.5.  Ast Athens is intended as an operation unit. 
023 

 
2.6.41 Piekenbrock (Berlin) informs Major von Clemm (Athens) that the Amtschef I 

(AOB, Piekenbrock) 3 Chi (?) (AOB, likely ,meant OKW/Chi; often engaged 
where message security is involved) Hptm. Gohrts and three drivers will arrive  

5286 by car on the evening of 6.5.41.  Name of Amtschef not to be divulged. 
024 

 
4.5.41 Cuno (Sofia) informs Dietrich (Salonika) that Amtschef journey has been 

postponed till 5.5. owing to bad weather; Dietrich should be prepared to 
4928  receive him on 5.5.41. or thereafter. 
025 

 
5.5.41 Piekenbrock (arrived with Amtschef at Sofia (AOB, at KO Sofia) informs 

Dietrich (Salonika) that the Amtschef and entourage will be flying on May 6th 
direct to Athens and going later from there to Salonika. Athens will inform  

4929 Salonika of date. 
026 

 
5.5.41 Schulz (Berlin) informs Athens that the Amtschef aircraft is bringing the W/T 
5295 apparatus for Ast Athens. 
027 

 
6.5.41 Cuno forwards message signed Kohoutek to Amtschef saying that Abwehr 

Flotilly has secured Royal Yacht Dragor.   Admiral Süd-Ost demands that it be 
moved to Russian slip.  Does the  

10810 Amtschef approve this or will he issue an order himself. 
028 

 
9.5.41 Obladen (AOB, Sdf. On behalf of Ast Hamburg) (Athens) reports to 

Wichmann (Hambur) (AOB, he was Leiter Ast-X, in Hbg.) that the Amtschef’s 
Conference is over, Wichmann should speak to Piekenbrock regarding the 

5086 effectiveness of Marineeinsatzkommando on his return. 
 



 
 
029 

 
9.5.41 Obladen (Athens) informs Wichmann (Hamburg) that Liedig, at the new Ast 

Athens founded the Amtschef, holds the view that agents of the German Asts 
are to be handed over to the new one.  Amtschef is leaving by air and can no 
longer be asked for a basic decision in the mater. Chief of the new Ast is Major 

5087 Clemm. 
 030 

 
10.5.41 Obladen reports to Hamburg on Amtschef’s visit to Athens and refers to him as 

“Kieker”.  At the parade, Kieker drove in one car alone, followed by 
5006 Piekenbrock, Bentivegni (AOB, Leiter Abwehr III, counter espionage) and 
5117, 6344 Liedig in another. 
031 

 
10.5.41 Wichmann (Hamburg) thanks Obladen for his accounts of the visit and 

congratulates him and the whole Marineeinsatzkommando on their recognition 
by Amtschef.  “We are basking a little in the glory of Marei (AOB, I suppose 

5118 meant Marineeinsatzkommando), to which after all we did give birth”. 
032 

 
13.5.41 Ltn. Krause (Berlin) to Eschbach (Athens) by order of the Amtschef 

investigations are to be made with the help of 12th Army Adjutant re Gerd 
Rosskoppen, I Flak regt. 64, Feld Post No. L. 29845, last heard of near  

5388, 5187 Salonika. 
033 

 
13.5.41 Esbach (Athens) is informed by Berlin of substance of teleprint (AOB, the 

Germans used FS, which stood for Fernschreiben) to Ast Belgium in Brussels, 
according to which Sensburg is being assigned to Ast Athens by order of the 
Amtschef.  On his way through Berlin he is to report to Abw. I.H. West O. 
(AOB, Abw. I H stood for Heer = Army, West O. However, Athens may have 
been in the sphere of Ost (east), but these borders were not always maintained 

6067 strictly) 
 

 
 
 



↓ 
 
034 

 
15.5.41 Athens asks Andreas, Ast Berlin (via Vienna) for what post Major Sensburg 

has been chosen. As far as is known in Athens he was once Leiter I Brussels 
and has the same seniority as Korv.Kapt. Liedig; whom the Amtschef has in  

5244 view as Leiter I Athens. 
035 

 
17.5.41 Novak (Ast Leiter Oslo) informs Anst Tromsoe (AOB, Anst = 

Abwehrnebenstelle) that the orders given by Ast Norway are to be executed.  
A report will be made to the Herr Amtschef in Paris on 20.5.41, concerning the 

5323 changed situation and the measures necessitated thereby. 
036 

 
21.5.41 Obladen (Athens) reports to Hamburg that the relations with Schmalschlaeger  
5546 are so strained that he has not seen him since the departure of the Amtschef. 
037 

 
5.7.41 Schiff (Berlin) – Ule (Vichy)  July budget cannot be sent to Geneva as the 

Amtschef has strictly forbidden despatches for Geneva to be sent by route used 
hitherto.  When the opportunity presents itself we shall have verbal (AOB,  

229 likely: mündliche Unterredung) discussion on the point. 
(AOB, please be aware that all W/T decrypts first had to be translated, and quite often British 

translators missing just the touch) 
038 

 
30.7.41 Friede (AOB, Auslandsorganisation or A.O.; Turkey, partially 

political)(Truppe 240) in Turkey has been informed by Schulze-Bernett (AOB, 
Leitstelle Kono, his alias Castor) 

8386  that Admiral Canaris wishes to meet him in Istanbul on 7.8.41. 
039 

 
31.7.41 Kelly (Hamburg) – Friede (Kent or Trappe 240 in Turkey) before the departure 

of Admiral Canaris, Volkmann will speak with Obst. Piekenbrock in 
accordance with our Hamburg agreements.  It is therefore in A.D’s (AOB, I 
suppose: Admirals’) interest that Volkmann should take part in Admiral 
Canaris’s journey. Volkmann will ask Obst. Piekenbrock on 1.8.41 for a permit 

8442 ravel with the Admiral. 



 
↓ 
 

040 

 
1.8.41 Friede will be delighted if Volkmann accompanies Canaris.  The latter is 

arriving in Istanbul on 7.8.41.  If Volkmann is coming too, Friede to be 
informed in good time (AOB, likely: zu gebener Zeit). “When are you coming 
to Turkey? Consider this will be urgently necessary after the discussion 

8486, 8455 with Canaris”. 
041 

 
2.8.41 Kelly (Hamburg) informs Friede (Turkey) that the discussions will take place 
8502 in Sofia instead of in Istanbul.  Friede to go there. 
041 

 
6.8.41 Friede to be in Sofia on 10.8.41. for discussion with Admiral Canaris and Obst.  
8657 Piekenbrock. 
041 

 
7.8.41 Hamburg informs Friede that his meeting will now take place at 1030 on 

9.8.41. at Dr. Delius’s house in Sofia (AOB, Dr. Delius was the alias for Obst 
Otto Wagner, Leiter KO Bulgaria)  If Friede cannot get there in time, 
Volkmann is to be informed so that he can warn Canaris that the meeting 

8760 cannot after all be till 10.8.41. (N.B. 1st meeting) 
042 

 
9.8.41 Friede replies that he will be in Sofia in good time. 
8827 
043 

 
18.8.41 Tangier – Madrid.  Ciro sends message for Heinrich in the Schloss (AOB, 

Abw.Zentral in Berlin) that Consul General Noehring will be in Berlin about 
20.8.41.  Kruse has already informed Guillermo of his coming.  Recommended 
personal contact at the same time with Chef 3 (AOB, Obst. Bentivegni) and  

10052 Pellis.  Nehring supports our work here with great understanding. 
044 

 
20.8.41  Hamburg asks Friede to let them know results of meeting in Sofia as they have  
9390 not been informed by Zentrale (i.e.Abwehramt) in Berlin. 
 



↓ 
 

045 

 
25.8.41 Ref Isos (AOB, manual code decrypt) “When are you coming to Turkey”? 
8618 
046 

 
26.8.41 Kelly (Hamburg)  replies to Friede that he and others have only just returned 
10480 from a trip and a meeting will be arranged as soon as possible. 
047 

 
27.8.41 Tangier – Madrid. Presence of Gerard’s V-Mann?? 
9780 
048 

 
21.8.41 Paris – Madrid.   23.   From ?aldecilla.  Kyloe affair.  04. has been informed.  

Sia of Berlin is sending Kurt Haller to Villa Cisneros will full powers by order 
of Don Guillermo to clear up Kyloe matter. He is bearer of passport No. 
2199/40 issued in Berlin by police 13/9/40, has a Spanish visa and requests 
permission to go to Villa Cisneros.  Has place reserved in Lati plane for 26th in 
Seville. (AOB, curious but in wartime day, nearly up to the bitter end, regular 
passenger airline operated regularly; also Luft Hansa (Lufthansa)) Advisable 
for him to interview Commandante Medrano in Madrid.  If Heredia cannot 
meet him a letter he will present himself with a letter from me on Saturday 
morning to speak with Commandante Medrano in order to explain his mission 
and obtain a visa.  Don Guillermo expresses the desire that Niemano of Las 
Palmas who is under Lentz (AOB, alias of the Leiter of KOSpain, his real  

75941 name was Sommer) be also present at conference in Villa Cisneros. 
049 

 
9.9.41 Tetuan – Madrid.    Mueller sends for Guillermo long report from V.877 

special envoy of the Great South Maroccan Kaid, regarding attitude by Kaids 
towards English invasion which is expected. General Schultheiss has been 



invited to Tetuan for discussion. (c.f. No. 10505 of 9.9.41. – Schultheiss 
arriving on 10.9.41. and Nos 10587 and 10609 of 11.9.41. report on meeting). 
(AOB, the numbers likely referring to the British ISOS decrypts)  

050 

 
12.9.41 Madrid – Tetuan. Guillermo replies that answer by General Schultheiss is 

not to be given to Envoy and matter will be pursued further by Armistace 
Commission. (AOB, the latter Commission or “Waffenstillstandkommission” 
this Commission cleared  the matters concerning the mutual French – German 
armistice of June 1940; the French on behalf of the Vichy Government)  

051 

 
16.9.41 Madrid – Tetuan. Guillermo turns down Tetuan proposals (re W.877) and 

instructs withdrawl from the affair. No answer is to be given as it may be a case 
10965 of provocation. 
052 

 
17.9.41 Volkmann (Hamburg) informs Friede (Trappe 240) of this Middle and Near  
10833 East Conference and instructs him to be present. 
053 

 
27.8.41 Tangier – Madrid. Brandt in Panteria can no longer be tolerated by Mueller.  

His immediate withdrawl requested and substitute not desired.  As a similar 
dispensation from Guillermo is to hand, Mueller asks that all foreign agents in  

9780 this sphere of activity be placed under his jurisdiction. 
(AOB, Something to be learned: why do we have to continue with a date in 
August, whereas we are clearly already dealing with messages in September? 
For it, please consider the ISOS decrypt number 9780 and compare it with the 
number within the foregoing message (10833). The reason simply was, that 
decryption took considerably longer than regularly, and publication was 
commenced therefore disrupting the normal date successions; see also next 
message)(AOB, what also becomes apparent, reading the content of the text, 
that this hardly could have been the exact German wording, but we deal here 
with an abridgement of the real content) 

054 

 
28.8.41 Kelly informs Friede that this meeting will be on 3.9.41 in Sofia, and that he 
9798 and Volkmann will be present. (N.B. 2nd meeting) 
055 

 
30.8.41 Tangier – Madrid. Kruse reports that matter is already settled as Consul  



9992 Noering stated privately that Brandt had been recalled by W/T at Guillermo’s 
instigation. (AOB, the Germans never would have used the expression W/T, 
but, likely “Funkspruch”) 

056 

 
31.8.41 Tetuan – Madrid. Mueller sends similar messages about recall of Brandt at 
10167 Guillermo’s instigation. 
057 

 
20.9.41 Friede arriving in Sofia by courier aircraft on 30.9.41. for the conference. (N.B.  
11069 3rd meeting) 

(AOB, please notice the ISOS number, this one and the forgoing: we can see 
that within ca 20 days 902 messages had been intercepted by RSS. Albeit, that 
this might have covered a wide range of Abwehr W/T communications) 

058 

 
1.10.41 Cuno (AOB, KO Sofia) – Andreas (Berlin)  When will Amtschef arrive here. 
8362 (AOB, strange this number jump. Might this have concerned an ISK machine 

code decrypt?) 
059 

 
1.10.41 Andreas (Berlin) – Cuno (Sofia). Amtschef left Budapest by air at 0800 this 
6361 morning. 
060 

 
1.10.41 Hptm. Rahn (Sofia) to Berlin for OKW I/L/Tlw. (AOB, intelligence against 

technical aircraft matters)  Grosskopf plane landed Sofia at 1140 hours. 
Landing at Berlin on 3 / 4 about 1700 hours.  Saturday 4 / 4 0730 start (from) 
Berlin (for) Vienna and Venice.  At Amtschef’s orders please obtain if  

8365 necessary permission to land for Venice and necessary identity papers for crew. 
061 

 
1.10.41 Sofia – Berlin. (?Amtschef) to Andreas (Berlin) for Obstlt. Scholz:  If weather 

is favourable we shall travel to Venice in our own plane, leaving Berlin via 
Vienna at 1000 hours on Saturday 4/10. Arrival at Venice at about 1600 hours.  
Grosskopf is to deal with reporting of plane, if necessary as duplicate  

8363 Lufthansa machine. Inform AME and Theodor. (AOB, AME might have been 
connection on to the Italian Secret Service)  It is desired that Theodor should 



arrive Venice on Saturday evening. Do not return sleeper reservation on air 
ticket for the moment. 

062 

 
1.10.41 Scholz (Berlin)  - Cuno (Sofia)  for Amtschef: Ref Isk 8363 (AOB, here we 

encounter the proof that these lower serial number being of Isk origin, thus the 
Germans using machine codes like from an Enigma apparatus. From 
experience, at the end of the hostilities in May 1945, just over 150,000 Isk 
decrypts had been numbered) 

063 

 
1.10.41 Sofia – Berlin.  Amtschef to Scholz: Amtschef and Chef I (AOB, Obst. 

Piekenbrock) in Vienna on Friday 3/10 which plane takes other travellers to 
Berlin. Hptm. Rahn will report to Obstlt. Scholz. Amtschef and Chef I will start 
from Vienna by plane on Saturday 4/10 without ? Rahn.  Please give Rahn  

8368 appropriate passports and mail which has arrived. 
064 

 
17.10.41  Madrid – Barcelona. Guillermo will probably arrive only in November. 
12482 
065 

 
17.10.41 Madrid  - Tetuan. Guillermo visit postponed. 
12451 
066 

 
20.10.41 Tangier – Madrid. Kruse ask whether Guillermo is expected within the next 

few days as he wishes to send Straubinger to Rabat and he and Straubinger  
12651 cannot be away at the same time. 
067 

 
20.10.41 Madrid – Tetuan. Guillermo is not expected till November. 
12640 
068 

 
28.10.41 Madrid  - Tetuan. Guillermo visit postponed until end of November. 
13108 
069 

 
28.10.41 Madrid – Tetuan. Sommer (AOB, the real name of the Spanish KO Leiter,  
13126 cover-name Lentz)  

↓ 



070 

 
29.10.41 Tetuan – Tangier. Sommer advises that Guillermo’s visit has been  
13249 postponed until the end of November. 
071 

 
29.10.41 Tangier – Madrid. Kruse in message for Zwilling (AOB, = Obst. Arnim 

Lahousen Chef Abw. II; although, it is also given that he was General-Major, 
though that might have originated from a later date in the war) asks for 
sanction to travel to Schloss (AOB, = Berlin) for 8 days in view of Sommer’s 
information that Guillermo’s journey has been postponed until end of Nov. 
(AOB, considering this text, we might have to deal with someone carrying the 
cover-name Zwilling as well, though in Spain. As Lahousen, being Chef II, 

13169  was at such high level of rank, that he did not need to apply for a travel 
permission) 

072 

 
29.10.41 Cuno (Sofia – Andreas (Berlin for Z for Major Jenke.  There has lain for a long 

time at the Marinemission Bukarest an unclaimed hereal’s (AOB, General’s?) 
cloak;  should it proved to be the Amtschef’s cloak, please arrange 

8405 confirmation through Ast Rumania. 
(AOB, Please notice again the jump in number sequence between the latter and foregoing 

message. The latter must concern an Isk and the foregoing an ISOS decrypt 
serial.) 

073 

 
5.11.41 Berlin – Madrid. Guillermo to Mueller to Genaral Orgaz. Acknowledges 

letter from Orgaz.  Dienststellen at Orgaz’s end have always kept within 
bounds fixed.  Contact has been made with appropriate authorities regarding 
the war material desired by Orgaz and mentioned by Recke to Guillermo.   

1371 Guillermo hopes to visit Orgaz at the end of November in Tetuan. 
(AOB, I don’t know where this very low sequence number originates from? Might it have 
been linked onto telex message decryption?) 
074 

 
10.11.41 San Sebastian  - Madrid. Biarritz needs car details for Guillermo’s permit:- 

Packard No. 7244 RN (H.54705) Chassis No. 1392/4428, Engine No. C. 
302585.  Hotchkiss No. 5003 MD 4 (WH 53560)(AOB, WH likely stood for 
“Wehrmacht Heer” the car registration number)  Chassis No. 80404, engine 

13787 No. 5204. Drivers Uffz. Koch (for Packard) and Obgfr. Stahler (for Hotchkiss) 
 



075 

 
11.11.41 Madrid – Tetuan.  To Mueller.  1) Please radio short report on the Fuhrrmann 

affair. 2) As regards Guillermo’s arrival you will receive a written  
13829 communication.  
076 

 
13.11.41 Madrid  replies that Sunday Driving Permit for Packard already issued;  
13966 information will follow re Hotchkiss. 
077 

 
14.11.41 Berlin  - Madrid. Erbe (AOB, Abwehr Zentrale Berlin) for Sommer (AOB, 

Leiter KO Spain).  Guillermo wishes the following to take part in the 
conference in Media (AOB, Madrid), besides the personnel of station Media;- 
Leaders and competent authorities attached to the Aussenstellen including 
Recke, Kruse, Niemann, Portal and Frederico (AOB, Consul Rüggeberg in 
Barcelona,a personal friend of OSTRO), also corresponding people from IL 

402 and IM (AOB, L = Lufwaffe, M = Marine or Navy).  
(AOB, please consider this extreme low number sequence) 
078 

 
14.11.41 San Sebastian – Madrid. Sunday permit for Packard handed to Heidschuck 
14018 13.11.41. by Fuchs. 
079 

 
15.11.41 Madrid  - Barcelona. Portal summoned to Madrid to make a verbal report to 
14080 Guillermo on 27.11.41. To arrive on 26.11.41. and to leave on 28.11.41. 
080 

 
15.11.41 Madrid – Barcelona.  Frederico (AOB, Consul Rüggeberg) also summoned to  
14081 meet Guillermo on 27.11.41. 
081 

 
15.11.41 Madrid – San Sebastian. Fuente (AOB, Fuente, stationed in San Sebastian, 

he took charge of people crossing the Spanish-French border - legally or 
illegally) summoned to meet with Guillermo on 27.11.41. 

082 

 
15.11.41 San Sebastian report that Biarritz has Sunday Permit for Packard but one for 
14126  Hotchkiss has not yet come. 
 
 

↓ 
 



083 

 
17.11.41 San Sebastian again asks about permit for Hotchkiss. 
14188 
084 

 
17.11.41 His adjutant asks Cuno (Sofia to investigate the non-arrival of the Amtschef’s 
648  coat. (evidently left behind by mistakes in Sofia). 
(AOB, please notice the extreme low serial decrypt number) 
085 

 
17.11.41 Major Klinkmueller (Salonika) reports to him the death of the Leiter Major  
652 Kleiner on 7.11.41 from heart failure. Interment 1400/19.11.41. at Salonika. 
086 

 
18.11.41 Madrid says Sommer (AOB, Leiter KOSpain) will bring permit with him on 
14269 21.11.41. 
(AOB, likely that - Sommer would like to join Canaris’car trip from San Sebastian to Madrid) 
087 

 
19.11.41 Berlin – Salonika. Please lay wreath on Major Kleiner’s grave on behalf of 
661 the Amtschef. 
(AOB, for me quite intriguing: why do we encounter so many low serial numbers where the 

Balkans is involved in contrast to the decrypt serial of the Spain area?) 
088 

 
20.11.41 Madrid says Hotchkiss Sunday permit has arrived and will be brought by 
14446 Sommer. 
089 

 
20.11.41 Madrid – Tetuan. Guillermo’s visit to Tangier and Tetuan cancelled. 
14538 
090 

 
20.11.41 Erbe Jr. (AOB, likely Zentralamt’s Stellvertreter, Berlin) asks Sommer to 

suggest suitable Xmas presents to be given by Guillermo to General Vigon, 
195 Col. Martinez de Campos and Lt.Col. Prajdo (or Pedro). 
(AOB, matters becoming increasingly confusing, in regard to the decrypt serials) 
 
 
 

↓ 
 



091 

 
20.11.41 Tetuan – Madrid. Ref.489 (Isos 14413)(AOB, none machine code message; 

serial 14413, is not among our collection)  Please advise whether visit to 
14470 Madrid will still take place and whether inspection KO. Will be made. 
092 

 
21.11.41 Madrid – Tetuan. Guillermo’s visit to Madrid and inspection will both still 
14538 take place. 
093 

 
21.11.41 Fuente (San Sebastian)  - Felipe (Madrid);  Amtschef and Sommer continued 
14535  journey on 21.11 to Viktoria (? Vittoria). 
094 

 
21.11.41 Berlin – Madrid. Sommer for Guillermo.  Leis regrets that in view of  
224,14536 position in Africa he cannot take part in the journey to Garten (AOB, = Spain) 
  Matzky’s journey is unaffected. 
095 

 
22.11.41 Tetuan – Madrid. Urging that Consul Noehring should visit Madrid while 
14612  Guillermo is there. 
096 

 
22.11.41 Tetuan – Madrid. Suggesting that General Orgaz might be asked to visit 
14613  Madrid while Guillermo is there. 
097 

 
22.11.41 Berlin – Sofia.  Flett to Cuno (AOB, the W/T station of KO Sofia).  Chef 
534  has sanctioned Fabinn’s journey Breslau – Sofia from 22-8.11.41. 
098 

 
23.11.41 Madrid – Tetuan. Discussion with Orgaz and Noehring impracticable 
14658 because of lack of time on Guillermo’s part. 
099 

 
24.11.41 On his orders OKW Dienststelle being set up in Cremea (at Sirr’s station) 
16594 
 
 

↓ 
 



100 

 
24.11.41 Amtschef intends to inspect Abwehrstelle Norway between December 10th and 

20th.  Amtsleiters and A.O.s (AOB, Auslandorganisation, guided from 
Hamburg, dealing with personal and commercial entities outside Europe, with 
some Nazi guiding)  to prepare verbal (AOB, mündlich) reports as they will 

14687 probably be summoned to Oslo to meet him. 
101 

 
26.11.41 Madrid – Berlin. Guillermo to Oster.  Inform Bordeaux and Biarritz that I 

shall arrive in Biarrits at 1800 hrs. on 1.12.41 and will be available for 
conference. Shall fly from Bordeaux at 1030 hrs. on 2.12.41. So conference 
there impossible. (AOB, Canaris is on his journey homewards after his trip to 

467 Spain)(AOB, Obst. Hans Oster was of Abteilung Z of the Amt Abwehr at 
Tirpitz Ufer, in Berlin. He was a dedicated anti-Nazi and was hanged together 
with Canaris on 9th April 1945, at Flossenbürg)  

102 

 
26.11.41 Madrid – Berlin. Guillermo to Buerkner.  English are spreading news that 

the Blue Division has been heavily attached and thrown back with heavy  
468 losses. Submit a report at once. (AOB,  the “Blaue Division” was a Spanish 

volunteer division on the Eastern Front. They fought together with Germans. 
Hence, when the frontline became under attack in late 1941, they suffered as 
well losses) 

103 

 
26.11.41 Madrid – Berlin. Signs message thanking Jenke for news. Best wishes to 
3825 his wife. 
104 

 
26.11.41 Berlin – Madrid.  For Guillermo.  Budhid communicates via Buerkner that 

the Spanish Division was sent into battle N. of Lake Ilmen. In last few days 
repeated slight attacks by Tunesian have been repulsed.  No question of heavy 
losses or retreat. (AOB, Leopold Bürkner was at the end of the war Chef 

469 Abteilung Ausland in der Amtsgruppe Ausland/Abwehr im OKW) 
105 

 
26.11.41 Berlin – Madrid. For Guillermo.  Frau Guillermo sends him kind regard. 
3844 

↓ 



106 

 
26.11.41 Berlin – Madrid. Is informed Frau Guillermo will return home Thursday. 
3845  Dr. confirms favourable progress. 
107 

 
27.11.41 Berlin – Madrid. Zwilling for Sommer for Rodrigo.  Ref. employment of 

Agent (V) Buena.  Effect a decision by a verbal report to Guillermo, otherwise 
new instructions will be delivered by Hummel. (AOB, Zwilling most likely 

454 was the alias of Obst. Lahousen of Abw. II, sabotage) 
108 

 
1.12.41 Obst. Oster (Berlin) informs Athens that an Amtschef Conference on both 

general and specialised subjects will take place on 10/12 all Abw.Stellen Leiter 
being present. (AOB, meant Ast and Alst Leiter).  Place Berlin, Tirpitzufer 72- 

73 76 in Conference Room at 0900. Dress Uniform. 
109 

 
1.12.41 Cuno informs Amtschef that he gave the roll order some time previously by 

Obst. Piekenbrock to the Naval Courier Aircraft on 30.11. The material was 
74 unfortunately only lately procurable. 
110 

 
8.12.41 Madrid – Tangier. Dupont told that telegram has been received from Berlin 

with regard to Dupont’s question to Guillermo;-  “Matter will be settled on 
15730 occasion of visit of Chef Drilling. Gaston 174”. 
111 

 
9.12.41 Von Redl (Tromsoe) replies that his last chance of getting to Oslo to make 

verbal report to Amtschef would be by Lufthansa on 10.12.41. After that only 
15748 by ship or train which takes 5 days.  Should he reserve seat on plane? 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 



112 

 
12.12.41 Vienna – Salonika. Klinkmueller communicates from Bresau: In connection 

with the proposal to transfer Alst Greece (AOB, Alst = Abwehrleitstelle) from 
Athens to Salonika, Sensburg (Athens) addressed a teleprint to Obst. Oster 
(Berlin) on 12.12.41.  On the strength of this, Amtschef decided to leave the 
Alst in Athens since, the bulk of I and III F work was done there. (AOB, I  

478 espionage/intelligence and III F = counter-espionage) 
113 

 
13.12.41 Madrid – Tangier. At Chef Zwillig’s suggestion (AOB, Obst. Lahousen 
16017  Abw. II) Guillermo has granted Kruse leave. 
114 

 
16.12.41 Ast Rumania – Berlin. Please have ready roomy car for Reg. leiter 

Pawellek arriving 18/12 Alexanderpl. Stn.  Driver to bring private address of  
3795 the Admiral and drive direct from station. 
115 

 
17.12.41 Madrid  - Berlin. Humberto to Zwilling.(AOB, I only know he belonged to 

KO Spain)   Guillermo does not deliver materials, model prepared on boxes are 
to continue.  If Berlin does not deliver material, model prepared here will be 
used.  Send by lorry, in addition to material asked for (Isk 546) 200, Kilos 

847 cogar material and 10 UZ-BSM (?7 days) 
116 

 
24.12.41 Novak (AOB, Leiter KO Oslo) informs Tromsoe certain sum again sent for 

Xmas through the Herr Admiral to be distributed to needy and deserving 
Unestablished Civil Servants.  Anst (AOB, Abwehrnebenstelle) Tromsoe’s 
share is: Huebner and Hammer Rm.40 each, payable in Norwegian Kroner. 

16812 These sums are to be paid out immediately in the name of the Herr Amtschef. 
(AOB, Rm likely means: RM = Reichsmark, the German currency) 

 
Terminating KV 3/3 section II transcriptions 

 
 
  



 


